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SHAPERS NOTES
NOTES FROM SIC (SANDWICH ISLANDS COMPOSITES),
FOUNDER AND MASTER SHAPER MARK RAAPHORST.
My electric planer gets a lot of TLC. It’s a relic from the 1980’s and
it’s the only one I’ll use. Since Skil stopped making these machines
all together, the cost of the parts have tripled, that is, if you can find
them at all. I pay the price because I just can’t live without my Skil
100 planer. Its an iconic machine and it does the job better than any
other. I try to make ALL SIC boards paddle like something you simply
cannot live without.
I often contemplate what goes on in the minds of engineers as they
perfect [their] creations: Chuck Taylor sneakers, the VW Bug, the
iPod... My aspiration is to design classics like these, shapes that have
staying power for decades to come. What is in my mind is the perfect
blend of curves, beautiful, clean, sexy, lines that serve the functional
demands of the paddler in concert with the environmental mediumthe water. From a concept in my head, to the lines on a piece of paper,
from the 3D master to putting the design into production; the end
game goal is creating and delivering an icon, a classic.
Whether taking a victory at sea or simply putting a smile on a paddlers face, it never gets old hearing enthusiastic feedback especially
from someone who just won their first race, dropped in on their
first wave or caught their first downwind glide. I realize that most
people are not out to win the BOP, surf the powerful Peahi or paddle
the Ka’iwi Channel. Most want a board they can get out in the water
and have fun, get fit and feel like they are paddling the best-ofbreed. I get this!
Racing is SIC’s pedigree and we take this very seriously. Stripping
a design from all unnecessary excess material and weight is what
we excel at. Our singular goal for our race boards...WIN! When it
comes to acceleration, top-end speed, stability and glide, SIC is unrivaled. We achieve this by focusing on foam flow distribution, sleek
outlines, refined rocker lines and other subtleties that take years of
success and failure in order to learn what works and what does not.
Refining, perfecting and to infusing these lessons into the winning
combination is the key to SIC’s success and to you getting the most
for your money and out of your board on the water.

Aloha,

SIC MISSION
BEING THE “BEST” IS SIC’S MISSION AND OUR PROMISE TO YOU.
BEST MEANS BEST PERFORMANCE ON THE WATER AND BEST
IN SERVICE OFF THE WATER. TO BE THE BEST AND TO GET THE
PINNACLE PERFORMANCE THAT PADDLERS HAVE COME TO EXPECT
FROM SIC. WE USE ONLY THE
BEST MATERIALS. THIS IS WHAT
SEPARATES SIC FROM THE REST
OF THE PACK.

PROGRESSION
SIC IS FOCUSED ON DESIGN, AGILITY, STABILITY, WITH SLEEK STYLING,
PIERCING WATERLINES AND QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP.
We set out to make SIC a dominant force in flat water race and fitness in the same way that it
dominates in open ocean racing. A few years later SIC X-Series boards are winning flat water
races at the highest level around the world. Not only are the X-Series boards winning races, in
2013 the X-14 SCC was awarded Gear of the Year from Men’s Journal Magazine highlighting the
versatility of the SIC shapes on and off the race course. Following the success of the X-14 SCC
in 2014, it put on an encore performance when it was awarded the coveted Outside Magazine
Gear of the Year for its Bullet 14V2.

NEW FOR 2015
The X-12 AND X-14 PRO-LITE series boards are designed for
lighter paddlers looking for less volume and narrower width
giving them unrivaled acceleration and top-end speed. These
boards are not for the recreational racer but are a must have
for lightweight professional male and female paddlers as well
as the serious junior racer.
We added a FISH 9’5” for the bigger rider looking to rock a
shorter board but still wanting stability in the lineup without
sacrificing maneuverability on the wave. The FISH range now
provides a shape for shredders of the entire weight spectrum
and almost every wave condition.
The BULLY 10’6” (formerly RECON 10’6”) is back in by popular due to its exceptional stability and maneuverability. With a
wide point of 33”/83.8cm, this board is ultimately designed for
the da “BIG BOYZ” in the lineup, however, lighter weight riders will still find it very fun as it is stable and agile. Save your
energy while you are waiting for the outside set and then tear
up the face of the wave with the BULLY’s progressive pin nose
and tail design.
The new SIC AIR GLIDE series has been seriously upgraded
while the price remains unchanged. The board has an upgraded skin, strengthened seams and high pressure DSC
core construction. A high-pressure valve allows the boards
to be inflated 20PSI and a high-pressure (single and dual action) pump gets the job done quickly. An upgraded backpack,
3-piece adjustable paddle and low drag fin (Standard U.S. box
compatible) make the AIR GLIDE Inflatables best in class. This
kit contains everything you need for your aquatic adventure.

THE SIC TEAM...FAMILY...HUI...
The SIC Team, family, Hui, call it what you will... while winning is our goal, the family, the community that exists within SIC is really what it is all about. This is what gives the SIC brand its face, its personality and its soul.
The team provides priceless feedback that is essential to the design process. Working very closely with Mark,
every team member has contributed in some way to the boards gliding under your feet.
The SIC team consists of some of the most respected Watermen and Waterwomen in the world. They are M20
champions and record holders, 2014 ISA world Champions, OC1 World Champions, and Big wave chargers. The
lists of victories on every type of water, board and every discipline of racing are simply too long to list. From Abu
Dhabi to Kauai, Mallorca to Tahiti, North Carolina to Hood River, Team SIC is always the team to beat.

CONT... NEXT PAGE...

The official SIC team includes founder Mark Raaphorst, Scott Trudon, Livio Menelau, Andrea Moller,
Georges Cronsteadt, Sonni Honscheid, Jeremy Riggs and the newest member Lina Augitis. Unofficially, nearly every other elite paddler in the world has paddled or is currently paddling on a SIC
race-board regardless of who their actual board sponsor is. For reasons of “political correctness,”
we cannot print their name or use their likeness in this catalog, however, check the Web or our SIC
Facebook page for photos of recent events and see who is winning on SIC boards.

SIC TEAM LEFT TO RIGHT: SCOTT TRUDON, MARK RAAPHORST, SONNI HONSCHEID, JEREMY RIGGS,
LIVIO MENELAU, ANDREA MOLLER, GEORGES CRONSTEADT AND LINA AUGAITIS (NOT SHOWN)

DCC

DOUBLE
CARBON
COMPOSITE

DCC MODELS: BULLET-17 (W/ A.S.S.)
ALL FIN BOXES ARE REINFORCED

FULL WRAP UNI-DIRECTIONAL CARBON FIBER
FULL WRAP BIAXIAL CARBON FIBER
2-LAYER BIAXIAL GLASS RAIL REINFORCED
3MM PVC DECK REINFORCEMENT
LIGHT WEIGHT CNC / EPS CORE
CROCODILE TEXTURED EVA DECK PAD
GORE-TEX BREATHER VENT
ERGO UNDERCUT HANDLE

GORE-TEX
BREATHER VENT

ASS

ACTIVE
STEERING
SYSTEM

AVAILIBLE A.S.S MODELS: BULLET-17, BULLET-14V2, F-16

SIC’S ACTIVE STEERING SYSTEM
PLUMBED FOR BOTH GOOFY OR REGULAR
HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH STAINLESS STEEL STEERING CABLES
DAGGER FIN
TELESCOPING TILLER / STEERING ARM
A.S.S. LOCK-OFF PLATE

REG.

GOOFY

Active Steering
System cable
conduits are dual
plumbed and
rigged to either
goofy or regular
foot side.

SCC

SINGLE
CARBON
COMPOSITE

AVAILABLE SCC MODELS: BULLET 11, BULLET 12, BULLET 14V2, F-16, X-12, X-14,
X-12 PRO, X-14 PRO, X-12 PRO-LITE, X-14 PRO-LITE

FULL WRAP BIAXIAL CARBON FIBER
2-LAYER BIAXIAL GLASS RAIL REINFORCED
3MM HIGH DENSITY PVC DECK REINFORCEMENT
CROCODILE TEXTURED EVA DECK PAD
EZ-GRAB HANDLE
LIGHT WEIGHT CNC / EPS CORE
GORE-TEX BREATHER VENT

GORE-TEX
BREATHER VENT

TWC

TW

TUFF
WOOD
CARBON

AVAILIBLE TWC MODELS: BULLET 11, BULLET 12, BULLET-14, X-12, X-14

AVAILABLE TWC MODELS: BULLY 10.6, RECON 9.9, RECON 10.4, RECON 11.4, RECON 11.11

MOLDED BIAXIAL GLASS COMPOSITE
UNI-DIRECTIONAL CARBON RAIL STIFFENING/REINFORCEMENT
REINFORCED TUFF-WOOD DECK
LIGHT WEIGHT MOLDED / EPS CORE
DIAMOND GROOVED EVA DECK PAD (TW MODELS)
CROCODILE TEXTURED EVA DECK PAD (TWC MODELS)

GORE-TEX BREATHER VENT
ERGO UNDERCUT HANDLE
(ON TW MODELS)

GORE-TEX
BREATHER VENT

TUFF
WOOD

GC

GLASS
COMPOSITE

AVAILABLE GC MODELS: FISH 7.11, FISH 8.8, FISH 9.5, F-14

DOUBLE WRAP FIBERGLASS COMPOSITE
REINFORCED TUFF-WOOD DECK
LIGHT WEIGHT CNC / EPS CORE
DIAMOND GROOVED EVA DECK PAD
CROCODILE TEXTURED EVA DECK PAD (F-14)

GORE-TEX BREATHER VENT
ERGO UNDERCUT HANDLE

GORE-TEX
BREATHER VENT

ALL FIN BOXES REINFORCED

DSC

LOW DRAG UNIVERSAL FIN BOX

DROP
STITCH
CONSTRUCTION

DSC MODELS: ALL INFLATABLE MODELS

ULTRA DURABLE TARPAULIN SKIN WITH UV PROTECTION
HIGH TENSILE/PRESSURE DROP STITCH FIBERS
DOUBLE REINFORCED RAIL CONSTRUCTION (SEAMS)
DIAMOND GROOVED EVA DECK PAD
HIGH PRESSURE AIR VALVE
STAINLESS STEEL SURF LEASH LOOP

AIR-GLIDE BOARDS COME
WITH BACKPACK BAG, HIGH
PRESSURE PUMP AND
THREE PIECE ALUMINUM
ADJUSTABLE PADDLE

HIGH TENSILE SPACE YARNS
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BULLET & F-SERIES
BULLET 11, BULLET 12, BULLET 14, BULLET 14V2,
BULLET 14V2 W/ A.S.S., BULLET 17, F-14, F-16
The Bullet and F-Series feature a planning hull design that features rounded - high volume rails. These boards offer tremendous stability to deal with rough swell conditions. While the
Bullet-Series has a slightly lower nose rocker than the F-Series,
both series mitigate purling in the troughs. The tail rocker also
provides maximum control and surfability when catching a glide.
The top decking features a lightly contoured shape to increase
control, minimizes foot cramping and encourages water drainage. The Bullet 17 and F-16 feature a smaller carrying handle and
paddle loops. A.S.S. (Active Steering System), is available on the
Bullet 14V2, Bullet 17 and the F-16. The Bullet 11, 12, 14 and
F-14 all feature the SIC proprietary EZ-Grab handles for easy carrying and handling.
BULLET 17 AND 14V2 - These boards are the fastest, most versatile and most winning open ocean / down wind boards in the
world. If this if you are looking to catch glides and win down wind
races then there is simply no other choice for you.
Bullet 11, 12, 14 - These boards are your best choice for maximum versatility, stability and glide over a traditional surf outline.
If you are a recreational paddler who spends most of your time
paddling the harbor, lake or open water, then get on the mountain
bike of the water.
F-16 and F-14 WIDE GLIDE - The predecessor to the Bullet series, these boards are fast, stable and forgiving. They are the
most seaworthy and stable of the open ocean / touring boards .
They are perfect for the larger paddler or a paddler who is looking for the performance and comfort of a BMW 7 Series in their
paddle board.

BULLET 11.0

BULLET 12.6

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / OPEN WATER RACE

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / GLIDING / SURF
The Bullet 11 is truly a one of a kind board in the 11 foot range. Derived
from its larger Bullet series counterparts, this board is the ideal companion for the lightweight paddlers who are looking for an all-round board.
Due to its lightweight and EZ-Grab handle it is easy to load on and off the
car for transport. The main focus lies on recreational fitness paddling.
Regardless of your intended use: flat-water fitness, open ocean gliding
or small wave surfing, there is no better board in the world that covers all
these disciplines as well as the Bullet 11.

The Bullet 12 has taken on its own identity in the world of SUP. A
scaled down version of the Bullet 14, this board is the mountain bike
of the water. Whether looking for a board that glides with ease around
the harbor or your want to catch some bumps in the open ocean or
lake, the Bullet 12 is for you. The Bullet 12 can often be seen in local
surf lineups on smaller days, as this board can do it all. This makes it
perhaps, the most well rounded board in the world. If you don’t want
to have multiple boards in your quiver then you want the Bullet 12.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
11’0”
335.3cm

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8cm

VOLUME
208 L

LENGTH
11’0”
335.3cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
WIDTH
28.25”
71.8cm

VOLUME
208 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0cm

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8cm

VOLUME
237 L

LENGTH
12’6”
381cm

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8cm

VOLUME
237 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

WINNER OF THE 2014
OUTSIDE MAGAZINE
GEAR OF THE YEAR!

BULLET 14.0

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / OPEN-WATER RACE
The Bullet 14 is one of the most winning downwind boards in the world. This
master of open water has also proven to be one of the most versatile fitness
and touring boards in the world. With slightly more rocker and volume than
the Bullet 14V2, this board is more stable and forgiving than its flatter rockered counter part, the V2. The additional rocker allows the board to fit nicely
into the wave troughs and maneuver with ease on the face. It is less likely
to pearl its nose in the gangliest of conditions and makes beach landings in
pounding shore break negotiable. The full volume rails and rail tuck give the
board more stability and glide with ease over slop and side chop.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2cm

VOLUME
275 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

BULLET 14.0
OPEN-WATER RACE / FITNESS
The Bullet 14V2 is the ultimate downwind racing machine. This board is offered with
and without the SIC A.S.S. (Active Steering System). The outline’s widest point has
been shifted slightly forward and the rocker flattened, which provides the rider with
better stability when powering up in lower wind ranges and smaller chop. You would
think that straighter rocker would cause the board to pearl easily, however, the narrowed tail brings the nose up, mitigating purling and unlocking top end speed by
reducing wetted surface area. The board has slightly lower volume than the Bullet 14
TWC, but maintains its iconic full volume rails and gradual tuck to promote stability,
which incidentally also reduces paddler fatigue over long races or touring distances.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2cm

VOLUME
269 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

BULLET 17.4

BULLET 14.0
OPEN-WATER RACE / FITNESS
The Bullet 14V2 is the ultimate downwind racing machine. This board is offered
with and without the SIC A.S.S. (Active Steering System). The outline’s widest
point has been shifted slightly forward and the rocker flattened, which provides
the rider with better stability when powering up in lower wind ranges and smaller
chop. You would think that straighter rocker would cause the board to pearl easily,
however, the narrowed tail brings the nose up mitigating purling and unlocking top
end speed by reducing wetted surface area. The board has slightly lower volume
than the Bullet 14 TWC, but maintains its iconic full volume rails and gradual tuck
to promote stability which incidentally also reduces paddler fatigue over long races
or touring distances.

ELITE OPEN-WATER RACE
The Bullet 17 is the fastest open water on the planet bar none. It is THE must have
board for any open-water elite racer who wants to strike the podium or takes their
gliding seriously. This downwind missile has a narrower outline and more gradual
rocker, which keeps you in the energy zone of the swell, maintains the highest
average speed, and can maneuver quickly to catch bumps from any direction. Its
Panel-V tail design keeps the nose elevated in the troughs and in the chop. Only
available with SIC’s original A.S.S. (Active Steering System).

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2cm

VOLUME
269 L

Active Steering System cable
conduits are dual plumbed
and rigged to either goofy or
regular foot side.

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 3k Carbon Dagger 9.0” fin

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
17’4”
528.3cm

WIDTH
26.6”
67.6cm

VOLUME
370 L

Active Steering System cable
conduits are dual plumbed
and rigged to either goofy or
regular foot side.

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 3k Carbon Dagger 9.0” fin

F-14.0

F-16.0

ALL-ROUND FITNESS / TOURING / RACE

OPEN-WATER RACE / TOURING

The F-14 offers more volume and stability without sacrificing performance. The
wider mid-point and widened tail enables the paddlers to put power behind their
stroke and mitigate power loss often associated with rail-to-rail instability. The
rocker profile is derived from the new Bullet 14V2, which makes the board quick
to plane and prolongs the glide. The F-14 was designed for the larger bodied
paddlers who are looking for more stability and is a great multi-purpose fitness,
down-winding and touring hull. Make no mistake, if you want to feel confident
and secure and your are sub 220 lbs, the F-14 will give you confidence in the
open water like no other.

The F-16 was one of the original boards that helped to put SIC on the map and into
the annals of open-water racing history. The F-16 has won more victories in its
class than any other board in the world with the possible exception of its successor, the Bullet 17. Fast, forgiving, stable, and fun; the F-16 has become an icon and
timeless classic for racing, touring and all around open water paddle enthusiasts.
Its full rails provide tremendous rail-to-rail stability and makes battling cross-chop
and steep troughs a breeze. The rocker profile and pronounced nose eliminates
purling in tighter interval swell. Actively raced today and a still favorite of elite and
recreational paddlers alike.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
30”
76.2cm

VOLUME
298 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon Weedless 8.3” fin

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
16’0”
487.7cm

WIDTH
27.25”
69.2cm

VOLUME
323 L

Active Steering System cable
conduits are dual plumbed
and rigged to either goofy or
regular foot side.

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 3k Carbon Dagger 9.0” fin

X SERIES
X-12, X-14, X-12 PRO, X-14 PRO, X-12 PRO-LITE &
X-14 PRO-LITE

The X-Series boards feature a wave piercing bow, displacement
hull and a highly efficient “2-phase” rocker-line that keeps the XSeries boards in glide mode between strokes. Full rails encourage
stability so the rider can put his energy into the power-zone of the
stroke rather than wasting precious energy to maintain balance.
Sharp rails at the tail shear water for drag reduction and unleash
nearly unlimited top-end speed. All X-Series boards feature an ergonomic decking, comfortable crocodile textured deck pad and
SIC proprietary EZ-Grab Handle. The PRO models come with a
removable race handle. They exclude the cargo net.
X-12 / X-14 - The standard SIC X-Series boards are the perfect
race, fitness and touring boards for the entry level to recreational
expert paddler who wants a board to get in shape and stay ahead
of your friends or the pack at your local race. The X is the perfect
blend of speed and stability.
X-12 PRO / X-14 PRO - These are the ultimate race boards for expert and elite race paddlers who want the fastest boards on the water for both inland waters, open ocean course and distance paddling
/ racing. These boards are not designed for recreation use unless
the paddler has very good balance and is a skilled paddler.
X-12 PRO-LITE / X-14 PRO-LITE - This board is for the absolute
lightweight elite and/or junior racer looking for the fastest board
on the water.

WINNER OF THE 2013 MEN’S
JOURNAL GEAR OF THE YEAR!

X-12.6

X-14.0

FLAT-WATER FITNESS / RACE / TOURING

FLAT-WATER FITNESS / RACE / TOURING

If you want a fast all around fitness/race board that has a bit more width for
added stability then the X-12 is your board. Stability means you can paddle
further with less fatigue. Stability is also the key to SIC boards winning pedigree as founder / shaper Mark Raaphorst design philosophy is: You are fastest
when you are standing on your board rather than lying in the water next to it.
The wave piercing bow and dual zone rocker offer low drag in “displacement
mode” while in calm waters and is stable when in “planing mode” in choppier,
off wind conditions. Sharp rails at the tail shearwater to maximize speed.

Winner of the 2013 Men’s Journal Gear of the Year! A fast and stable
fitness/race board that is always ready to for all exercise and excursions.
This 14 foot beauty offers added stability especially for larger paddlers
due to its higher volume and comfortable width. The displacement bow
cuts like a knife through flat-water and chop. The flatter rocker-line keeps
the board in glide mode between strokes and lets you step back onto the
second phase of the rocker so you can take off like a rocket. Sharp rails at
the tail shear water for unlimited high-end speed in the open range.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0cm

WIDTH
28.25”
71.8cm

VOLUME
256 L

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0cm

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9cm

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

VOLUME
266 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4cm

VOLUME
296 L

LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
28.5”
72.4cm

VOLUME
296 L

Standard features include proprietary EZ-Grab handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 8.3” fin

X-12.6

X-14.0

ELITE FLAT-WATER RACE

ELITE FLAT-WATER RACE

SIC has taken feedback from some of the best paddlers in the world and molded it into the X Pro Series boards. If you paddle in glassy lakes or sheltered
bays, then this electrifying board will be stable enough for most advanced
paddlers who have good balance. Keep in mind that conditions are rarely flat,
smooth or glassy, especially in a race or if you are trailing the pack. Elite paddlers have exceptional balance and can handle narrower boards in an effort to
maximize their turning agility, acceleration and top-end speed. The SIC team
is no exception and they have been winning races around the globe on these
boards. Grab yourself a board and paddle like a pro. You will then understand
a part of their secret.

Like the X-12 Pro, the X-14 Pro is built for speed over stability. Whether
racing in the Elite 14 foot or unlimited class the X-14 Pro is the best in
class. The board’s maximized waterline provides a buoyant and fast glide
through the water, a lively feel and quick acceleration off the start and
around buoys. The narrow, low drag outline makes the X-14 PRO super
fast and best for more agile paddlers or those who want to enjoy the
unbridled speed of an elite race board.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
12’6”
381.0cm

WIDTH
26.0”
66.0cm

VOLUME
229 L

Standard features include EZ-Grab + Removable Race Handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
26.0”
66.0cm

VOLUME
253 L

Standard features include EZ-Grab + Removable Race Handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 8.3” fin

NEW FOR

NEW FOR

2015!

X-12.6

X-14.0

ELITE FLAT-WATER RACE
Lina Augaitis, Georges Cronsteadt wanted the fastest board possible for
races that are in protected waters like the Abu Dhabi and Lost Mills races
so Mark designed the X-12 PRO-LITE. This board is for the most elite,
lighter weight male and female paddlers and for serious youth paddlers
who want the winning edge. Because the board is 24.6”/62.5cm narrow,
the bottom cross sections were redesigned so side-to-side stability was
maintained to the fullest. Both tail rocker and deck drainage were optimized. The board comes stock with the EZ-Grab handle and removable
race handle for beach starts. The X-12 PRO-LITE is a hyper fast and agile
pure flat water racing board.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
12’6”
381.0cm

WIDTH
24.6”
62.5cm

2015!

VOLUME
208 L

Standard features include EZ-Grab + Removable Race Handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 7.0” fin

ELITE FLAT-WATER RACE
This board is 24.0”/61.0cm wide. The additional length gives the X-14’ PROLITE a sleeker outline while preserving stability. The 14’ PRO-LITE gives racers
like Georges, Lina and Sonni Honscheid unmatched acceleration, unrivaled
top end speed and maximum glide. Lina Augaitis became the fastest women
paddler on earth at the 2014 Lost Mills contest in Germany. The bottom cross
sections allow the racer to get up to top speed quicker and stay at your top
speed longer with less effort. The piercing bow design and missile like outline
mean the board will continue to accelerate the harder you stroke. The new
X-14’ PRO-LITE is designed to put Elite racer ahead of the pack and on top
of the podium.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
LENGTH
14’0”
426.7cm

WIDTH
24.0”
61.0cm

VOLUME
226 L

Standard features include EZ-Grab + Removable Race Handle and 12k Carbon Weedless 8.3” fin

SURF SERIES
FISH 7.11, FISH 8.8, FISH 9.5, BULLY 10.6,
RECON 9.9, RECON 10.4, RECON 11.4, RECON 11.11
The Fish, Bully and Recon Series boards are designed for
all wave conditions and are fast to drop into small to midsized waves. They also feature a forgiving nose rocker,
responsive tail rocker, soft Diamond Grooved EVA deck
pads, and 12k carbon fins making the SIC surfboards like
no other on the market.
RECON - The RECON Series surfboards are for the surfer
who likes to get on the wave early and work the wave for
every last drop of fun. The full nose makes it easy to get
on waves with less power while the outline, rocker and tail
make for a board that is fast, maneuverable and can hang
in almost anything the ocean can throw your way. If you
also like to breakout of the surf and cruise the harbor or
coastline then the RECON series boards are just what you
are looking for.
FISH - No catch and release here because once you ride
a FISH you will never want to throw it back. These boards
are fun, fast, and super maneuverable. The increased width
means you can get through the impact zone with ease. After
all, it’s all about riding the wave with style and not a competition to see who can balance longest without falling in.
Save your energy for shredding with the SIC FISH.
BULLY - Big guys get a bad wrap sometimes because
people think they are always pushing around their weight
around. Well, this 10’6” is a tribute to all da BULLYS in the
line-up. SIC believes waves or for anyone who wants to
drop in, big or small. The BULLY has all the stability you
need without sacrificing maneuverability. The quick draw
from the wide point to the pintail means that you can carve
a bottom turn again like a groom.

FISH 7.11
PERFORMANCE SURF

The FISH 7.11 has proven to be one of the most versatile surf designs when a
swell hits the shore. With a flat rocker, full nose, straight outline shape and wide
swallowtail, the Fish 7.11 is super stable in the line up and as fun as it gets for small
to mid size waves. The swallowtail provides the needed rail drive and sensitivity for
maximum control through your turns. The waterline leaves you with good speed
down the line and carries its speed through tricky maneuvers in all conditions. Don’t
be deceived by the retro design, as these fish are the modern day rippers.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
7’11”
241.3cm

WIDTH
29.75”
75.6cm

VOLUME
100 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon THREEFOUR (quad) fin set

FISH 8.8
PERFORMANCE SURF

The FISH 8.8 is the big brother of the 7.11 FISH and the underling to the all new
FISH 9.5. Geared towards a small to mid-size rider who paddles in small to large
surf, if you charge then you will be “in charge” on the FISH 8.8. The board is surprisingly stable for its length due to its fish outline and wide swallowtail. No wave
is the same and every break is different so the FISH 8.8 is your Swiss Army Knife
for the waves. It can carve up anything!
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
8’8”
264.2cm

WIDTH
29.75”
75.6cm

VOLUME
111 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon THREEFOUR XL (quad) fin set

NEW FOR

NEW FOR

2015!

FISH 9.5
PERFORMANCE SURF

The FISH 9.5 was designed for the 190 lbs/86 kg, plus surfer in mind. Its
extra volume helps paddle through the shore break and into the lineup. If
you demand performance in the waves but don’t want to be sinking up to
their neck while they wait in the lineup then this board is your weapon of
choice. This Fish crushes in any size surf and excels in mid to larger kine
waves. This FISH will fillet waves for lighter paddlers who like stability and
maneuverability on small to mid size waves as well.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
9’5”
287.0cm

WIDTH
29.63”
75.2cm

VOLUME
145 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon THREEFOUR XL (quad) fin set

2015!

BULLY 10.6
PERFORMANCE SURF

With its high volume capacity, wider mid-point, yet pulled-in outline and progressive thruster or optional quad fin set-up, bigger paddlers get the best of
stability and shred-ability. The Bully 10.6 gives you carving rail-to-rail surf performance. This is the board that will deliver the performance you want but still
provide the platform you need to conserve energy, in choppy conditions and is
a breeze to catch waves.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
10’6”
320.0cm

WIDTH
33”
83.8cm

VOLUME
180 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon THREEFOUR XL (quad/thruster) fin set

RECON 9.9
RECREATION / SURF

This fun-shape, surf-style board, receives amazing reviews every time
someone takes it into the line-up. Whether paddling through the shorebreak, standing outside waiting for your wave or dropping in, the Recon
9.9 does it with style and ease. It performs great down the line on smaller
waves due to its full nose and turns great on mid to large size waves as a
result of its squash tail. This is a perfect all-round surfboard for light-tomid-weight shredders.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
9’9”
297.0cm

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9cm

VOLUME
128 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon THREEFOUR (quad/thruster) fin set

RECON 10.4
RECREATION / SURF

The Recon 10.4 is the board that offers stability and performance for
nearly any size rider. This board excels in all wave sizes. It tracks well
when lining up for the drop and gets moving on the face quickly. It holds
nicely in the wave, accelerates down the line and carves and cuts like a
knife. If you want to have a blast and look like a pro then the Recon 10.4
is the way to go.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
10’4”
315.0cm

WIDTH
31”
78.7cm

VOLUME
144 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon THREEFOUR (quad/thruster) fin set

RECON 11.4
RECREATION / SURF

If you subscribe to the 80/20 rule (surf 80% of the time and paddle flat water
recreation and fitness the other 20% of the time), then the Recon 11.4 is a
great board for you. This board is fun and versatile. The 11.4 is designed for
the person that’s looking for more of a classic longboard feel. It is longer than
the than the Recon 10.4 so you have performance with great turning capability.
Step forward and get toes-on-the-nose with its full, fun shape nose. If the
waves are flat, you can still take this Recon for a good flat water cruise.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
11’4”
345.0cm

WIDTH
29.5”
74.9cm

VOLUME
171 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon Mahi 9.0” fin

RECON 11.11
RECREATION / SURF

The Recon 11.11 is at home in the surf or on the lake. Its running length
and generous volume make it a board for the whole family. Inspired by a SIC
classic (the Kunalu), which proceeded nearly all things SIC, this modern,
refined, iteration features an intelligent surf outline with a fast rocker profile
so it glides well in calm conditions but can also catch bumps in the ocean or
on a lake fetch. If you want an all-round cruiser, big guy surfboard, a board
to test the water to see if down-winding is your thing, then give the Recon
11.11 a spin. For added reward you can enter your local race, as this board
fits the guidelines for the “Surf Class”. Basically this board can do it all.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

LENGTH
11’11”
363.0cm

WIDTH
31”
78.7cm

VOLUME
200 L

Standard features include: Ergo Undercut Handle & 12k Carbon Mahi 9.0” fin

AIR-GLIDE INFLATABLES
RECON 9.9 AIR-GLIDE, RECON 10.4 AIR-GLIDE, RECON 11.4 AIR-GLIDE,
X-12 AIR-GLIDE
SIC inflatables are in a notch above the rest. All our designs are derived from their composite counter-part.
This means tested geometry and proven performance translated to inflatable DSC technology “Drop-Stitch
Construction.” SIC’s selected the best inflatable factory in the world to build its collection. DSC makes these
boards durable, functional, fast and maneuverable. The boards are six-inches in thickness and boast 20+ PSI,
which provides maximum stiffness and minimal flex. This equals speed, maneuverability and the widest possible weight range for paddlers of all sizes. Aesthetically, they mirror the same stylish design language as their
composite brethren and consistent with the high value appeal that is distinctively SIC. They come complete
with transport bag, high volume pump, three piece adjustable paddle and low drag removable fin system.

RECON 9.9

ALL-ROUND SURF / FITNESS

At 20 PSI this board can punch through shore break and drop in on a wave and
carve down the line. Its super fun for kids, small adults but at 6 inches thick it
can float a larger adult. These boards are versatile and fun for the whole family
because you can bounce around and do little damage to yourself, your boat, car
or otherwise. The Recons are kitted out with the best dual action pump on the
market, a high quality 3-piece adjustable aluminum paddle, cargo net, carrying
backpack and removable low drag nylon reinforced fin. These boards will give
you more value and fun straight out of the box and into the water.

RECON 10.4

ALL-ROUND SURF / FITNESS

The Recon 10.4 Air-Glide is a super versatile surf / fitness style board. It’s
also great for SUP Yoga or trying your hand at white water SUP. The board
is durable, agile and very shred-able. The overall volume works for lightweight riders and will float paddlers in excess of 220 lbs./ 100 kgs. This is
a great all around board for cruising, surfing, playing crash-up derby with
the family when you’re sick of being anchored up the harbor. This board is
ready to go out of the box with paddle, fin, backpack and more.
AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS
ALL AIR-GLIDE SERIES BOARDS COME
COMPLETE WITH:

LENGTH
9’9”
297.2cm

WIDTH
30”
76.2cm

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

VOLUME
259 L

- PSI: Min. 12PSI - Max. 20PSI
- Ultra durable, PVC Tarpaulin skin
- High pressure core construction
- Double reinforced rail construction
- Foiled nylon U.S. finbox
- 3-Piece, adjustable alum. paddle

Accessories include: Cargo net, Carry handle, Patch kit, Pump: High Pressure / Dual Action
(initial inflation phase) Manual switch to single action mode (high pressure phase), Extended
shaft length for lower back comfort, Comfort Backpack for easy transport.

ALL AIR-GLIDE SERIES BOARDS COME
COMPLETE WITH:

LENGTH
10’4”
315.0cm

WIDTH
31”
78.7cm

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

VOLUME
285 L

- PSI: Min. 12PSI - Max. 20PSI
- Ultra durable, PVC Tarpaulin skin
- High pressure core construction
- Double reinforced rail construction
- Foiled nylon U.S. finbox
- 3-Piece, adjustable alum. paddle

Accessories include: Cargo net, Carry handle, Patch kit, Pump: High Pressure / Dual Action
(initial inflation phase) Manual switch to single action mode (high pressure phase), Extended
shaft length for lower back comfort, Comfort Backpack for easy transport.

RECON 11.4

X12.6

ALL-ROUND SURF / FITNESS

This classic longboard style all around surf / fitness board is a great to please
the kids, the wife and the wallet. Dad’s love all the Air-Glide boards because you
can spend the day horsing around you won’t have to spend the whole night
patching up holes. Even punctures are easy, as the board is equipped with a
repair kit if you happen to drop the anchor on it. The Recon 11.4 Air-Glide has
a huge range, for riders nearly any weight. At 20 PSI, its super stiff and at 6
inches thick, the volume is abundant, this board can float the whole family.

ALL-ROUND TOURING / FITNESS / RACE
Sharing basically the same dimensions of the X-12 TWC composite board, this touring / fitness / race board is perfect for family fun, fitness and for competing in the
12’6” inflatable race class. The X-12.6 Air-Glide is the stiffest board in its class at 20
PSI. While this board is a great recreational fun, we are also confident that it is also
the fastest race board in its class. The low drag fin make this board fast or with the
U.S. finbox, which is standard on all SIC Air-Glide inflatables, you can put any fin
on you like. The board is kitted with all the standard accessories offered in the SIC
Air-Glide series perhaps most importantly is the dual action, high pressure pump.

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION SPECS

ALL AIR-GLIDE SERIES BOARDS COME
COMPLETE WITH:

LENGTH
11’4”
345.4cm

WIDTH
30”
76.2cm

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

VOLUME
319 L

- PSI: Min. 12PSI - Max. 20PSI
- Ultra durable, PVC Tarpaulin skin
- High pressure core construction
- Double reinforced rail construction
- Foiled nylon U.S. finbox
- 3-Piece, adjustable alum. paddle

Accessories include: Cargo net, Carry handle, Patch kit, Pump: High Pressure / Dual Action
(initial inflation phase) Manual switch to single action mode (high pressure phase), Extended
shaft length for lower back comfort, Comfort Backpack for easy transport.

ALL AIR-GLIDE SERIES BOARDS COME
COMPLETE WITH:

LENGTH
12’6”
381.0cm

WIDTH
30”
76.2cm

HEIGHT
6.0”
15.25cm

VOLUME
326 L

- PSI: Min. 12PSI - Max. 20PSI
- Ultra durable, PVC Tarpaulin skin
- High pressure core construction
- Double reinforced rail construction
- Foiled nylon U.S. finbox
- 3-Piece, adjustable alum. paddle

Accessories include: Cargo net, Carry handle, Patch kit, Pump: High Pressure / Dual Action
(initial inflation phase) Manual switch to single action mode (high pressure phase), Extended
shaft length for lower back comfort, Comfort Backpack for easy transport.

PADDLES
BATTLE, MALIKO, GLIDE, GLIDE ADJUSTABLE
The 2015 SIC paddle collection offers four distinct
paddle platforms. From the stiffest and lightest paddle
high performance paddles to lift, firm and forgiving to
high quality, non slip adjustable paddles SIC offers a
tight yet comprehensive range of paddle to server the
needs of any paddler on the water.
SIC paddles are made from the highest grade carbon
fiber, offering superior design characteristics that will
result in a faster cadence, cleaner catch and release
and ultimately yield more power with less fatiguing.
Any way you stroke it, a great paddle should offer a
more enjoyable paddle experience, from the everyday
paddle enthusiast to the most elite racers in the world.
ALL PADDLES:
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BATTLE
ELITE RACE
The BATTLE paddle is like no other paddle in
the world. It is 100% handmade in the USA
and utilizes advanced space-age technology.
With a pre-preg carbon, tapered oval shaft,
you get the lightest weight paddle with minimal deflection and maximum thrust in the
power zone of your stroke. Fast, strong, light
weight is the winning combination. The blade
is a light-weight Oxeon carbon fiber sandwich over a high-quality, top secret, PVC
foam core. The grip is 100% bladder molded
carbon fiber with an ergo dynamic grip.

SHAFT

t1SFQSFHDBSCPOmCFS0WBMUBQFSFE
t8BYQPMJTIFEmOJTI
t4UBOEBSEwDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU

MALIKO
RACE / FITNESS

The Maliko will go head to head with any
paddle on the market today and beat it.
Light-weight, minimal deflection for maximum stroke power and very comfortable
to paddle. Slightly softer than the BATTLE
paddle for those who like a competitive but
slightly softer flex, this blade will pull you
to victory or get you into a smooth glide
with minimal effort.

SHAFT

tTQJOEMFXPVOEDBSCPOmCFS
t0WBMTIBGU
t.BUUFmOJTI
t4UBOEBSEwDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU

BLADE

BLADE

t35.NPMEFEL0YFPODBSCPOmCFS
t-JHIUXFJHIU(FSNBO17$DPSFTBOEXJDI
tEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBMQPXFS
t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF QSPWJEJOH
the smoothest entry/exit possible
t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPSB
quick catch
t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT   
square inches.
t8FJHIUTSBOHJOHGSPNPVODFT 
grams) to 14.5 ounces (440 grams)

GRIP

t$BSCPOmCFS CMBEEFSNPMEFE
t&SHPEZOBNJDHSJQ

ALL PADDLES:
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t,DBSCPOmCFS
t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSFTBOEXJDI
tEFHSFFCMBEFTXFFQGPSPQUJNBM
power
t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF QSPWJEing the smoothest entry/exit possible
t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDFGPS
a quick catch
t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT 
90,100, square inches

GRIP

t&7"XSBQQFE
t&SHP$PNGPSU5(SJQ
t-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFNPME

GLIDE ADJ.

The Glide paddle features the same blade
and size options of the Maliko, but the shaft
is a carbon fiber hybrid design that creates
greater flex and less stress for more sensitive shoulders, yet, remains competition
worthy. If you want a powerful and durable
paddle to hold up when you get pounded
in the surf then the Glide is a great paddle
for you.

The adjustable glide is the perfect entry-level
paddle for everyone from a small child to
tall adult. It has a strong but light fiberglass
shaft for a good look and feel and maximum
durability at a low cost. This is the perfect
paddle to share around the family and with
your friends who want to try SUP.

RECREATION / ALL-ROUND

SHAFT

SHAFT

t$BSCPO(MBTT
t0WBMTIBGU
t.BUUFmOJTI
t4UBOEBSEwDVUUPMFOHUITIBGU

BLADE
tmCFSHMBTT
t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSFTBOEXJDI
t12 degree blade sweep for optimal
power
t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
providing the smoothest entry/exit
possible
t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDF
for a quick catch
t#MBEFTPGGFSFEJOUISFFTJ[FT  
100, square inches

GRIP

t&7"XSBQQFE
t&SHP$PNGPSU5HSJQ
t-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFNPME

t'JCFSHMBTTDPNQPTJUF
t3PVOETIBGU
t"EKVTUBCMFXJUIMFOHUIJOEJDBUPST

BLADE
t'JCFSHMBTT
t-JHIUXFJHIU17$DPSFTBOEXJDI
t12 degree blade sweep for optimal
power
t'PJMFEUPNJOJNJ[FUVSCVMFODF 
providing the smoothest entry/exit
possible
t$VSWFEUJQBOEDPODBWFQPXFSGBDF
for a quick catch
t#MBEFPGGFSFEJOTRVBSFJODIFT

GRIP

t&7"XSBQQFE
t&SHP$PNGPSU5HSJQ
t-JHIUXFJHIUDPNQPTJUFNPME
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RACE / SURF / FITNESS

BAGS
BOARD AND PADDLE BAGS

SURF

X / BULLET / F

PRO / PRO-LITE

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD

t)FBUSFTJTUBOU

t)FBUSFTJTUBOU

t)FBUSFTJTUBOU

t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST

t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST

t)FBWZEVUZGVMMDPGmO[JQQFST

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT

t1BEEFEIBOEMFT OPTFUBJM

t4IPVMEFSTUSBQ

t4IPVMEFSTUSBQ

t4IPVMEFSTUSBQ

t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

t"DDFTTUPUIFCPBSEIBOEMF

t;JQBDDFTTUPUIFCPBSEIBOEMF

t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

t3FJOGPSDFEOPTFBOEUBJM

t$PNQSFTTJPOTUSBQT

t$PNQSFTTJPOTUSBQT

MODEL / SIZES:
FISH 7’11”
FISH 8’8”
FISH 9’5”
BULLY 10’6”

RECON 9’9”
RECON 10’4”
RECON 11’4”
RECON 11’11”

MODEL / SIZES:
BULLET 11’0”
X-12’6” / BULLET 12’6”
X-14’0” / BULLET 14’0” /
BULLET 14’0”V2
F-14’0”
F-16’0”
BULLET 17’4”

tNNGPBNBSPVOEUIFCPBSE
tNNQBEEJOH (nose and tail)
t%VSBCMFEJBNPOETLJOSFJO
forcement (nose and tail)

MODEL / SIZES:
X-12’0” PRO / X-12’0” PRO-LITE
X-14 PRO / X-14 PRO-LITE

PADDLE BAG

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t1BEEFEIBOEMFT
t"EKVTUBCMFTIPVMEFSTUSBQ
t"EKVTUGPSNVMUJQMFQBEEMFT

BLADE BAG

t1BEEFEEVSBCMFGBCSJD
t)FBWZEVUZ[JQQFST
t7FMDSP$MPTVSF

ACCESSORIES
FINS, LEASHES, RACK PADS, HANDLES

MAHI

THREEFOUR

12K CARBON QUAD/TRI FIN SET

The three four is pure performance surf. This fin set can be set up as a
quad or thruster and is compatible with FCS 2-Tab finboxes.

12K CARBON SINGLE FIN

Classic 9” Single Surf Fin. Glass / Carbon, for a Standard
Finbox.

WEEDLESS

12K CARBON FIN

This fin is fast and can cut through any type of grass or kelp.
Light weight with strength equals hi-performance. Available in
7.0” inch and 8.3” inch.

DAGGER A.S.S.
3K CARBON FIN

The proven winner for the A.S.S. equipped Bullet 17 and 14V2 as well as the F-16 steering
system boards.

REMOVABLE RACE HANDLE

Padded removable race handle with hardware. Comes standard with SIC X PRO and
X PRO-LITE boards which are equipped with mounting inserts. Put on any board
where desired.

DOWNWINDER

This coil leash is best leash for lake touring, racing and open ocean runs. The coils will help to keep the leash out from under your feet
and will minimize drag. Designed to go around the calf or ankle. A leash is not just for surf anymore, wind can blow your board downwind
very quickly and leave you in a precarious and dangerous situation. In some regions leashes [may] be an acceptable alternative to a PFD.
Check first with your local authority for local rule, laws and regulations. (6-foot x 7mm /double swivel / 1 ½ Velcro calf / ankle wrap).

6’

SIC Leash Standard features include:t0WFSNPMEFEMFBTIFOETt%PVCMFTXJWFMTt5SJQMFXSBQSBJMTBWFSt2VJDLSFMFBTFwBOLMFXSBQDVGGt,FZQPDLFUJODVGG

8’
DAILY DRIVER

SUP surf leases are different that traditional prone leashes. These are 7mm which is thicker and stronger than a surfboard leash. SUP
boards are bigger and don’t release from the waves as easily as a smaller prone board so you need additional strength to reduce the
chance of your leash breaking when you don’t want it to. Available in (6-foot and 8-foot x 7mm / double swivel / 1 ½ Velcro ankle wrap
for comfort and secure attachment).
SIC Leash Standard features include:t0WFSNPMEFEMFBTIFOETt%PVCMFTXJWFMTt5SJQMFXSBQSBJMTBWFSt2VJDLSFMFBTFwBOLMFXSBQDVGGt,FZQPDLFUJODVGG

THULE COMPATIBLE RACK PADS

Protect your boards on the roof of your vehicle with these high quality, durable rack pads from SIC.
t0OMZQBETUPQPGCBSGPSTMFFLmUt%VSBCMF%QPMZFTUFSNBUFSJBMt)PPLBOEMPPQDMPTVSF

RACK PADS

Protect your boards on the roof of your vehicle with these high quality, durable rack pads from SIC.
t0OMZQBETUPQPGCBSGPSTMFFLmUt%VSBCMF%QPMZFTUFSNBUFSJBMt)PPLBOEMPPQDMPTVSF

SOFTGOODS

SIC TRUCKER HAT
Black with red contrast stitching. Hawaiian
Islands embroidered patch on the side.
SIZE: One Size Fits Most
COLORS: Black

SIC VISOR

Black with red contrast stitching. Hawaiian Island embroiEFSFEQBUDIPOUIFTJEF2VJDLESZNBUFSJBMXJUITXFBUCBOE
comfort fit inner patch.
SIZE: One Size Fits Most
COLORS: Black

SIC ZIP HOODY
poly 20% / 80% cotton
2VBMJUZ MJHIU XFJHIU 4*$ -PHP
Hooded Sweat-shirt.
SIZE: S, M, L, XL
COLORS: Black

SIC PRO HOODY

10oz. 80% poly / 20% cotton
XBUFSSFTJTUBOUCPEZtSFNPWBCMF[JQ
IPPEtUIVNCIPMFTJODVGGTBOENQ
holder eyelet in front pocket.
SIZE: S, M, L, XL
COLORS: Black

SIC LOGO T-SHIRT
100% Pre-shrunk Cotton
SIZE: S, M, L, XL
COLORS: Black, White

BULLET-SERIES

F-16

F-14

BULLET 17

WITH / A.S.S.

BULLET 14V2

BULLET 14V2

BULLET 14

BULLET 12

BULLET 11

OVERVIEW

F-SERIES

X-SERIES

FISH-SERIES

PROLITE

X-14

FISH 9.5

FISH 8.8

FISH 7.11

PROLITE

X-12

X-14 PRO

X-12 PRO

X-14

X-12

SURF-SERIES

RECON-SERIES

AIR-GLIDE SERIES

AIR-GLIDE

X-12

AIR-GLIDE

RECON 11.4

AIR-GLIDE

RECON 10.4

AIR-GLIDE

RECON 9.9

RECON 11.11

RECON 11.4

RECON 10.4

RECON 9.9

BULLY 10.6

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

Ocean Peak International
81 Beach Road
Sandringham, Victoria 3191
Hudson Godfrey-Smith
Email: hudson@oceanpeak.com.au
Tel: 61-400-483-760

Paddle Addiction
2/204 Pt. Chevalier Road, Pt. Chevalier
Auckland, NZ
Dale Marsters
Email: paddlefit@yahoo.co.nz
Tel: +64-21-2955436

BRAZIL

PUERTO RICO /

Bohralah Importacao e Exportacao, Ltda.
R Maria Stela, 240 - Chacara Vista Alegre
Sao Paulo, SP 04922-110
Carlo Martini Caruso
Email: krlo@me.com
Tel: 55-11-9-9447-7290

CARIBBEAN

EUROPE
SIC Europe
Flow Sports Europe GmbH
Jens Hartmann
Email: jens@flow.com
Tel: +49-8322-30592-17

FRANCE
Surfpistols
Loic Caillet
Email: surfpistols@sfr.fr
Tel: +33-060824-0304

HAWAII
Custom Race Boards
875 Haliimaile Rd. Makawao
Maui, HI 96768
Email: service@sicmaui.com
Tel: 808-572-7728

HONG KONG
WhatzSup
R. 503, 5/F Lee King Industrial Building, 12 Ng Fong St
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Email: info@whatzup.com.hk
Tel: 852-350-21818

LEBANON
Sun & Surf LLC
Miss Tamar Joulfayan
Email: info@kitesurfme.com
Tel: 961-4-710-124

JAPAN
SIC Japan
Shriro Trading Co., Ltd.
Yuki Oshikiri
Email: yoshikiri@shriro.co.jp
Tel: +81-3-5440-7601

BOARD OVERVIEW CONTINUES UNDER HERE

Velauno
2430 Loiza Street
San Juan, PR 913
Fernando / Jaime
Email: Fernando@velauno.com
Email: jaime@valauno.com
Tel: 787-717-0647

SOUTH AFRICA
Windfreak
6R
Landen Zeezicht, Somerset West 7130
Rob Munro
Email: Rob@windfreak.com
Tel: 079-569-4688

SPAIN
Windsurfer’s Paradise S.L.
Batista y Roca 42, Edifico, Nave 7B
Mataro, Spain 08302
Email: comercial@windparadise.com
Tel: 34 93 751 03 20

TAHITI
Sopadep Sa
P.O. Box 1617
Papeete, Tahiti 98713
Jaques Solari
Email: solari.jacques@yahoo.fr
Tel: +689-777577

SINGAPORE / BALI /
THAILAND
SIC Singapore
Nicholas Scaturro
Tel: +65-9185-6984
Email: sicsingapore@gmail.com
Email: nicholas@b-scenestudios.com

U.S. / CANADA
SIC / Flow Sports Inc.
1021 Calle Recodo
San Clemente, CA 92673
Email: info@sicmaui.com
Tel: 949-361-5260

